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Menu	About Us		ABOUT US

We take pride in our integrity, the high quality of those we employ and the dedication of all who serve our customers effectively.
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	Decks		DECKS

Rick’s has been installing the NW’s premiere deck projects for over 40 years. Rick’s features a well-vetted selection of decking products and accessories chosen for their durability & longevity in the NW. 
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	Fences		FENCES

These days, fences come in all shapes and sizes! From the latest styles of NW Cedar fencing to the best non-wood products for low maintenance and modern style, Rick’s has you covered.
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	Covers		COVERS

A cover is an extension of your home and living space. To get the most out of your cover, you need an expert familiar with material options, permit & building codes, and a lifetime workmanship warranty. 
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	Gates		GATES

For some projects a gate is a necessary accessory, for others it is an elegant accent for privacy and security. Rick’s has you covered in all situations with tons of options to choose from and a custom gate production facility to make your dreams a reality. 
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	Support		SUPPORT

How to make your fence, deck, cover or gate last for years to come. Maintenance and prevention tips, warranty information, how to get service and more.
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							THE NW’S PREMIER INSTALLER  & SUPPLIER OF FENCES, DECKS, PATIO COVERS AND MORE. 
							CURRENT SALES END APRIL 13TH! 
													
					
					
				
				
				
			
			




Tri-Cities Great Fence Giveaway - Learn More
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MAKE YOUR DREAM PROJECT A REALITY
Get a FREE Estimate Today

	
		
			
          
		

	




WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY
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          Robyn S.

                                  
            

                    Rick’s built us a brand new 6 ft cedar picture frame fence and gate and we couldn’t be happier with the whole experience. Kevin Miller was our estimator and was…

  

    
          Maggie C. M.

                                  
            

                    We love our new Pergola! Rick’s built us a custom cedar pergola and it exceeds our expectations. The craftsmanship is outstanding. The wood is beautiful and it’s super sturdy. It’s…

  

    
          Carter & Rachel W.

                                  
            

                    I would like to let the owners/supervisors from Rick’s Custom Fencing that we are delighted and pleased about the custom gate construction and installation that we received today from our…

  

    
          Morgyne L.

                                  
            

                    We had a custom picture frame fence installed with the addition of two new gates. Previously there was a chain link fence on one side and a falling over wooden…

  

  



		

	

EXPLORE MORE REVIEWS





YOUR VISION + OUR EXPERTISE

	
		
			With a variety of options from classic to cutting edge, Rick’s has a product for almost any backyard project you could dream of. For more than 40 years Rick’s has been installing fences, decks, covers, gates, and more, while also supplying ideas, materials, and plans for the DIY home owner. We combine your vision with our expertise to bring your project dreams to life!
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WHAT MAKES RICK’S SO GREAT?
AN AMAZING TEAM OF DEDICATED EMPLOYEES AND A COMMITMENT TO OUR CUSTOMERS

	
		
			We think our reviews say it all, but these organizations also recognize us as top-tier:
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BROWSE IDEAS — PROJECTS WE’VE COMPLETED
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2022 Rick’s Community Support Drive Highlights
Here’s a look at some of the amazing projects that Rick’s made happen this year for our community. Over $100,000 in total donations and almost 300 hours volunteered!
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			CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE RICK'S COMMUNITY SUPPORT DRIVE
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		We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies. Do not sell my personal information.
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				Privacy Overview
				
					This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.
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